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I must start by expressing appreciation for the honour of being invited to

address this important ga.thering4 I am also most grateful to you for- agreeing to change

the date of my address. In ancient Rome, jurists, for fear of their life, would not dare

absent themselves from a function attended by the Emperor. I was recently appointed to

the Australian Institute of Multicultural Affairs and was told that the Prime Minister was

to deliver an Inaugural Address to the members of that Institute last night. Though my life

was probably not at stake, it was' certainly an advantage to be able to attend the function

with the Prime Minister. One can never be too careful in dealings with rulers: ancient and

modern.

Let me next tell you of how it is that a jucge and the Chairman of the

Australian Law Reform Commission comes to be involved in issues of transplantation and

bio-ethics.

In 1976 the then Federal Attorney-General of Australia, R.J. EI~icott, referred

to the Australian Law Reform Commission the subject of:

the appropriate legislative means of providing laws in the Australian· Capital

Territory for the p.reservation and use of hum~n bcx:lies and for the removal,

preservation and use of organs and tissues for the purposes of surgery, medical

therapy, transplantation, education and research)
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I must c(;Jnfess to you that when the Commission received this projectt the

thought crossed my lawyerly mind that it was a trifle .exotic, that there just might be

more important and. urgent legal problems .awaiting the national law reform commission

and that it could be difficult for a groUp of lawyers to make a useful contribution. I was

wrong. Attorney-General Ellicott was right. The examination of the legal implications of

human tissue transplantation by the Law Reform Commission was B timely project of

great interest and sensitivity. It was a species of B wider genus of c'ategories of the law

that had remained unattended, whilst medical science and technology, have advanced. 11

permitted the Australian Law Reform Commission to embark upon the task of designing

laws which could be used as a model in the several jurisdictions of Australia. It

encouraged us to develop a technique that may be specially u.seful in addressing the

profound ethical and legal questions which our society will have to face as medical

techniques develop. Moreover, it allowed us the opportunity of consulting widely,

including With the general community" upon difficult subjects, in which the man and

woman in the street have a legitimate concern. Neglect of the need. to caI:ry t~e

community with the scientific ·world in technical advances which raise anxieties and pose

moral dilemmas, will ultimately result in community resistance to scientific developments

and legislative impediments that may be cumbersome and obstructive.

The Law Reform Commission's ,report on human tissue transplants was prepared

under the leadership of Mr. Russell Scott, whose recent book The Bodv as Propertv~;;,'.

continues the debates which were'begtm in the report. Amongst the .lawyers sitting at the

table of the Law Reform Commission were some of tl)e most distinguished in our country.'-·

·They included Sir Zelman Cowen (now the Governor-General) and Sir Gerard Brennan (now·.

a Justice of the High Court of Australia). The Commission also attracted the participation'

of a remarkable team of interdisciplinary -expertise from medicine, theology and

philosophy. Some of our consultants are at this symposium. I repeat the Commission's

acknowledgement of their participation. In doing so, I underline once again my view that

the only safe course for developing proposals for laws to deal with bio-ethical problems"is:

the bringing together of the best legal, medical, theological and philosophical talents,

before tentative proposals are then posed to the general community and placed before the

lawmakers in the political process.

The efforts of the Law Reform Commission in the project on human tissue

transplants have been rewarded with praise and legislative success. The British· Medical

JoumaI3"welcomed the report as 'the latest of an outstanding· series'. It said this about

our techniques of developing the proposed law:
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The publicity which the Commission's activities attracted in the course of

preparing and pUblishing its report did a lot" in Australia to remedy the

ignorance of the pUblic and the apathy of the medical profession towards this

important subject. Of particular interest is its warning that the difficulties and

distress experienced by medical staff in dealing with dying patients are l:kely to

increase rather than diminish as medical advances add to the patient's prospect

of survival. •••4

In a country Which, outside the Acts of the Federal Parliament, cannot boast of many

uniform laws, the legislation proposed by the Law Reform Commission is now moving

through the several parliaments and proceeding to law. Already, it has been adopted in

three Australian jurisdictions. I gather it will "shortly be introduced in a fourthS, and is

said to be under active consideration in- other States. Last week I was informed that

legislation based on the reporJ, with one possible variation, will be introduced in South

Australia iri-1982.

The point to be made at the outset of this address, is that bio-ethical questions

posed by transplantation and other advances cannot be ignored~ The law can provide a

facility or it can equally surely act as an obstruction. It can be irrelevant or it can be

suwortive of scientifiy.endeavour. But the law in areas such as transplantation must be

nurtured with the tenderness that would be devoted to an old, feeble, sometimes

frightened and usually sceptical patient. We must find ways to carry .the law into the new

era of scientific technology. My first proposition to you is that the Austr~lian Law

Reform Commission can provide a national catalyst to help the experts and the whole

community to come to grips, and on a national basis, with problems that will otherwise all

too readily be assigned to the ltoo hard basket' of law development.

THE LAW AND BIONIC MAN

The variety of transplantation today presents society with issues, some of which

have a very low ethical content. O~hers raise profoundly difficult moral Questions. I read

that there are now more than 50 metal and plastic parts, ranging from heart pacem~kers

and artificial windpipes to nylon eye .lenses and even dacron arteries Which are available

for transplantation into the human body. More than 2000 heart pacemakers and 1000

artificial heart valves are installed in the bodies of Australians each year. Fifty thousand

hip replace,ments are performed annually in different parts of the wo~ld. The benefit of

these operative procedures is undoubted. Ninety percent of the. people who have a full hip

replacement are said thereafter to suffer no. pain and to enjoy greater mobility.7 The

risks of post-operative infection are low. The moral questions raised are no greater than

those in other operative procedures. In fact, I can say to you that I have. myself carried

around a transplant of a kind for more than a decade.
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A d~ntal surgeon eleven years ago i~sert~ an implant upon which he built a bridge which

is working very satisfactorily indeed. Implantation of metal an~ other objects to replace

or s~pport the delicate, intricate, complex organs and tissues of the human body is no

longer revolutionary. Many of our fellow citizens benefit from some form of

transplanta_tion or another. More will so benefit in the future.

Within the last weeks, almost every day -has brought news of new advances,

announced in the popUlar press:

By the use of an enzyme, reportedly from green coffee beans, it is said that

doctors in- New Jersey have developed a technique of changing blood types so that

these can be transfused into virtually any patient.S

Indeed, to overcome certain religious objections to blood transfUSion, a new

'artificial blood' called 'Fluosol' has been developed as an emergency agent~9

Doctors at a hospital in Munich are reported to· have inserted successfully an

insW:in pump in 'a diabetic patient's chest. The pump, about the size of a packet of

cigarettes, adminis!ers insulin at a rate controlled by a miniature computer.l O

.;./
A week ago it was announced that SWedis~ surgeons, hoping to relieve victims of

Parkinson's disease; plan soon to start transplanting adrenal gland cells from the

body of the person into the brain. 11

Transplantation is decidedly in the news. The British Medical Journal reports someWhat

acidly on the 'Transplant Olympic Games' and the ability of kidney transplant men and

women to perform in 33 events, reaching standards which:

may not have reache.d Olympic or even' sports club standards, but their times

were certainly better than might be expected from, say, their doctors.12

lam sure that in your discipline, as in mine, there is an occasional flinching at the

tendency of the news media to 'sensationalise, trivialise: and personalise specialist issues.

However, you must not make the mistake of retreating to elitist'silence. It is important

that the, community should be informed about the developments in your discipline. This

can-'only be done effectively by harnessing the news media and by professionals learning to

communicate the problems of transplantation (ethical and practical) to ordinary people.
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Many of the transplantation operations that take place raise few ethical

dilemmas. Others raise very great issues for law and morality. I~ is to these that I now

tum.

DEFINITION OF DEATH

The first issue which we found we had to face in our report on Human Tis'sue

Transplants was the definition of death. It was well established that, at least in some

transplantation operations, the removal of organs and their transplantation are more

likely to prove successful if taken from a beating heart donor than otherwise.I3

R~lat,ively few transplants of vital organs come from liVing donors. But securing 'organs

from persons who are dead, yet ensuring that the organs are in an optimal condition for

transplantation, poses problems, inclUding the problem of addressing the definition of

death itself. In the English context, the issue was expressed in brief terms, in the context

of renaltransl?lants:

The l?roblem was not a shortage of hospital facilities but a shortage of kidneys.

This year it was hoped that about 700 transplant operations. would be carried

out, but there ~ere over 1200 on the waiting list. To increase l?ubllci.ty, kid-ney

donor cards would be sent out shortly to all chemists' shops. During the five

years since this scheme was started, 11 million cards had been supplied, but

since most of them had gone to people who were hale and hearty· it 'would be 8

long time before many of the kidne;ys became available for transplant. 14

Increasing Skill in the transplantation of cadaver kidneys ~nd increasing acc~ptance

amongst surgeons that 'nephrectomy in th.e ventilated heart beating donor is

acceptable,15 accompanied growing professional satisfaction that death can n~w be

diagnosed more objectively than hitherto in terms of irreversible loss of brain

function.I6

The Australian Law Reform -Commission was con'l[inced that a viable definition

of death, referring to the concept of brain death, was both possible and desirable. It

reached this view quite apart from the n~cessities of transplantation surgery. Hence its

recommendation was framed in terms of a definition available for all purposes of the law.

The merits of the definition for the nec·essities of transl?lantation donations were plain to

be Seen. What was needed w8.~ a legal definition Which endors~d the concept' of brain·

death but did not narrowly regiment the medical profession into partiCUlar techniques that

could be overtaken by advances in medical knowledge. The necessity to assure the

community against conflict of interests, premature decisions or inexpert decisions was

dealt with by specific requirements concerning the l?rocedures to be followed in

determinini brain death. The suggested definition could not have been in simpler terms:
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0) irreversible cessation of circulatory or respiratory funetion~, or

(2) irreversible cessation of all functions of the entire brain, including the brain

. stem.20

A definition in similar terms was -recently adopted by a United States

Presidential Commission and commended to the States in that coun"try. The model law

approved by the Commission proposes that an individual is dead who has sustained either:

An analysis of the brain death 1aws that have been adopted in the United States and in 28

other c,ountries is contained in a paper presented by Frank P. Stuart and others to the

Sixth Annual Meeting of the American Society of Transplant Surgeons in May 1980.

Differences are identified in these laws as to :

A person-has died when there has occurred-

irreversible cessation of all functions of the brain of the personj or

irreversible cessation of circulation of blood in the body of the person. 17

-6-

42.

(a)

(b)

alternative means for determining death;

provisions to govern death While heart and lung functions are artificially

maintained;

reference to ces~a tion of total brain functions; or

reference to irr~versiblecessation of brain stem function.

This definition nas been adopted in the three ju:"isdictions of Australia that have already

enacted the uniform transplant la,w. It has also been recommended in Victoria18 and in

South Austr·alia.19 I gather that it will be included in the law in both States in 1982, so

that five of the eight Australian jurisdictions will have adopted it.

The notion of fbrain death' itself now seems to have secured general professional

.acceptance. The legislative acceptance reflects the -growing understanding in the

community of the fact that death is a process, not an event, and that death in terms of

brain function is acceptable both scientifically and morally. In a strange way, I feel that

the case of Karen Quinlan (though not itself an instance "of brain death) contributed

significantly to the public's acceptance that the artificial form of 'life' on a hospital

ventilato~ was not rufe' in hu'!'sn terms that ought, by any fIlorsl standard, to be prolonged

regardless of its non-human quality and indifferent to the burden it places on relatives,

the hospital and medical staff involved and the community which must usuully bear most

of the costs involved in such cases.
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I say most people have accepted the notion of bmin death. However,

. controversy has sprung up in Australian 'legal circles about 'the definition of death

propo:sed by the Law Reform Commission. In an article in the Australian Law Journal in

June 1981, Mr. Frank Galbally, a well known Victorian lawyer, urged that it was

premature and confusing to provide statutory definitions of death. He proposed that

development of such a definition should be left to the juc'ges in the traditional

.arrangements of the common law. Public concern about the subject and the need for legal

clarification is made plain by the e~se with which that concern can become 'alarm. In

October 1980 'the BBG television program IPanorama' suggested that cu~rent British

surgical practice could be allowing for the removal of organs from patients certified as

dead, when those patients could have recovered if the organs had not been removed. The

basis of the allegations was Ii series of United States case. histories in which- it was

claimed that the patients were wrongly diagnosed as having suffered brain death. No

evidence at all was offered that any such error had occurred in Britain. Nonetheless) the

immediate result was intense· national and interne-tional pUblicity, public estrangement

between the British Medical Association and the BBC, and above all the virtual collapse of

the kidney trans[)lantation program of the United Kingdom in the following month. In

November 1980 only 32 kidney transplants were performed in Britain. This was

approximately one third ot. the normal number of operations. It was the lowest number for

many years. The Minis{~r for Health said in December 1980 that the governmentrs

campaign to obtain transplant donations had been 'tragically affected' by the television

program.

The criteri~ for the determination of death by reference to brain function are

constantly being revised and improved. In response to the continued fall-off in transplant

operations in Britain, the Minister for Health, Dr. Vaughan, announced in August 1981 the

introduction of new procedures requiring two consultants or a consultant and a registrar

to carry out brain death tests and to repeat them at least twice.2l From a legal point

of view, however, it is unsat:isfactory to leave the definition of death to be developed by

common law jUdges or by ministerial fiat. [n the nature of things, they may not have the

assistance of all the best experts. They will not have the benefit of widespread community

consultation in their decision-making. Unless a statutory provision. is made, medical and

nursing staff may come to be involved in litigious challenges which they should, if

possible, 'be spared. Cases have come before the courts in which an accused person has

raised as an eXCUlpatory defence that the cause of the death of his partiCUlar victim was

not his violent attack but the action of hospital intensive care specialists in tuming of[

support machinery after diagnosing brain death.22
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Just .relying on medical practice, without the support of legislative sanction

whfch follows broad community acceptance after a detailed public debate, is to .court the

controversy that arose in Britai~. lndeed, this was ackno.wledged by.the Lancet:

What has touched off the present discussion is transplantation, with the

none-too-delicate hints 'of 8 conflict of interest between donor and recipient•

. . The fault may lie with newspapers, radio and television,. evpn with the Lancet

and theBMJ for "not pointing up the issue. earlier, but the fact remains that a

n~w definition of death seems, to some, to have been introduced by default.23

For all the other problems we have had in the relationship betwcc~ the AustrFtlinn medicol

profession and th~ pUblic, I do not believe that the definition of death is one. I hope that

the community education which was. part of the Law Reform Commissionls exercise may

have. contr-ibuted to the growing acceptance of the,brain death .notion, not only in th~

parliaments o! Australia but also amongst the people.

OPTING OUT

The study ~~.,..§tuart and others of brain death laws in 28 countries and the

United States, to which I have referred, also shows the gradUal extension of the notion oJ,

the 'opting outl regime for the removal of cadav,-er organs for transplant purposes. A table

illustrates the emerging pattern24:
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It is interesting to ·observe that none of the countries which provides an 'opting oull

regime (where consent is presumed, unless positively negatived during the lifetime of the

person) is an English-speaking country". Stuart and his colleagues conclude:

The need for cadaver organs will increase as the clinical outcome of organ

transplantation continues to improve. Society is increasingly aware of the

remarkable rehabilit.ation that transplants offer. The shortage of organs is not

bee"Buse of a lack of potential donors. Enough people die under 'conditions that

would allow removal of transplantable organs to meet the needs of all potential

transplant recipients. The shortage results from failure to identify potential

donors Bnd from frequent l~ck of consent to remove organs after deAth.

Continued efforts to inform the medical community and the general pubUc

about transplantatio.n will help .to identify potential donors anct increase the

lik~lihood of obtaining family consent to remove organs. But, many doubt that

these steps will be sufficient•••• Some suggest that only presumed consent to

remove organs will yield sufficient numbers. The countries surveyed were

equally divided among those that require family or donor consent and' those that

presume consent. Consent is not presumed in any of the English"'-speaking

countries and attempts to introduce it would probably meet much

resistance.25

The comment suggests that definitions of brain death will themselves contribute to the

availability of organs by donation because of the removal, at least, of the uncertainty

about the death of some persons who are suitable as a source of. transplant material.26

We had to face up to this issue in the report of the Law Reform Commission•.

pu~ting it shortly, we did not believe that Australia was yet ready for a 'contracting out'

legal regime. We asserted that there was little doubt that support for such a principle was

gaining momentum both internationally and in Australia. We drew attention to the many

submissions received f~vouring the concept. Furthermore, ~e did not favour, the absolu.te

invariable requirement of· the consent of the person himself during his lifetime proposed

by submissions received from persons having a religious point of view. Instead, the

Commission proposed that resort to relatives of deceased patients should be maintained

out of 'respect foc individual autonomy'. At the same time we simplified the procedures

for the indication of consent or lnon-objection' and, in some cases, permitted a coroner to

give consent wher~ relatives could not reasonably be found.27
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.Now, I am. alive ~o the difficUlty which must be faced by doctors and hospital

staff in approaching the reiatives of dead or dying persons on the sUbject of organ

transplantation. Programs such as the SSC Panorama program can exacerbate the

difficulty and reduce the willingness of medical staff even to broach the subject of organ

removal.28 Doctors are qUite naturally reluctant to ask relatives' permission and

arrangements for securing donations is not only stressful but also time-consuming.

Transplant surgery, as a specialist sphere, may not always have the support of surgeons in

other specialities; who may be reluctant to remove organs for use by a tran~plant team

for the benefit of a patient having nothing to do with them. 29

For all this, our society must fnee up to the fact thnt people Arc suffering whcn

they could be helped. by transplantation. A BMJ leader ['ut it this way:

Despite the early drawbacks of rejection and high doses of immunosuppressive

drugs, a thrrd of all- patients given a [kidney] tra~plant are permanently

rehabilitated from a life of chronic disability. Many more have a very

satisfactot:'y remission allowing return to a full-time occupation. Recently the

·case for renal transplantation has been strengthened by comparison with results

of management in other forms of chronic terminal disease•••. Yet many

clinicians remain diffident and pessimistic.... Their lack of enthusiasm may be

more important than public attitudes in explaining why potential donors in their

care are not notified: each year in Britain several thousand cadaver kidneys are

lost b.y inaction on the part of the clinicians concerned. The deficiency in supply

will never be made up by living donors, thotgh the results probably still justify

the use of such kidneys where possible. Cadaver transplantation needs to be

seen in a better light, and recent reports are encouraging. Nowadays, over 70%

of grafts can be expected to function one year after tranSplantation and patient

survival. ... should exceed 9096 .. ••• There can no longer be a place for the 'do <X"

die'transplant.3D

A measure of the resistance to the introduction of 'opting out' l.cgislation cnn be

seen in the result of efforts in Britain and the United States to introduce such laws. In

Britain, a Private Member's Bill introduced by Mr. T. DalyeU MP was rejected by the

government. A Working Party on Transplants, chaired by Lord Smith of Marlowe, could·

not accept the notion of a national 'opting out scheme' even limited to kidney donations,

saying that the practice would be 'highly unpopular with the pUblic'.31 In the United

States a Bill r~cently introduced into the Pennsylvania Senate which would make it legal

to take organs without specHic consent of the deceased or his family was strongly
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opposed by the PennsylvRDia Catholic' Conference. A letter sent to ·all of the State

legislators on behalf of the Bishops criticised the Bill claiming that the removal of

consent was a 'key moral issue'. It contended that the taking of organs wit110Ut permission

would strike differentially at one social class, namely the poor, the forgotten and those

without family ties. 32

0I?Ung out legislation may come, indeed a majority of the Australian l?opulation

might well be ready for' it now. However, there is a great difference in matters of this

kind between general community consensus and sufficient support for a controversial

proposal which is strongly 0pl?osed on moral grounds by a section of th~ community.

Getting it through the political process to the law of the land becomes.a great problem in

such circumstances. I suggest that the approach of the Law Reform" Commission for

retaining procedures of consent or non-objection, facilitating and simplifying those

procedures and providing coronial alternatives in some cases may be more likely to gain

legislative acceptance, at "least in the foreseeable future. I also suggest that the medical

profession must 1001< to itself to find, why, amongst its own number, there is continuing

resistance to support for transplantation efforts. Dr. Harry Lander, who has taken such a

great part in the organisa~ionof this conference, has suggested one explanation:

:!
In Australia, t1l'e press has been partiCUlarly supportive of renal transplantation.

The operation has had gocx:l pUblicity. Its successes have been, if anything,

exaggerated and its failures have been largely ignored. It has supported very

generously public appeals for organs to be donated. As a result, both the pUblic

and· the tremendously conservative medical profession (motto - 'doo't just do "

something - stand therel
) have looked upon renal transplantation most benignly

and have actively supported it. As a consequence we have reaped a good steady

supply of kidneys over the years and this has been manifested in our excellent

results.33

For all these hopeful statements, the fact remains that mere benign interest by the

medical profession may well deprive the transplanters of useful organs that could relieve

suffering. According to the Australian Kidney Foundation in August 1981, the shortage of \

donor kidneys is now 'so desperate' that it is 'appealing to every New South Wales doctor

for help'. The Executive Officer of the Foundation was reported as suying that some

patients might have "to wait ten years before a suitable kidney became available,

meanwhile living dependent on artifi"cial kidney machines, servicing which was said to cost

as much as $25,000 a year.34
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The problem is partly one of community attitudes but it is also one of medicBl

.attitudes and plain old-fashioned organisation:

The demands for cadaver kidneys sr.em insatiable ,- though many are still

wasted in outlying hospitals which still deal with many accidental injuries. Some

of the British problems. are fOl;lnd in Australia too: coroners may be difficult

and neurosurgeons unco-operative.35

I can offer no easy solutionS for the internal' managerial and attitudinal problems of the

medical profession. Nor can I offer the easiest solution to the painfUl and distressing

problem of approaching the donor or his relatives. The obligation to ask, with all its hurt

and distress; is itself a check against the world of -human organ farms. Though such a

-world could doubtless be justified by the morality of some gooo citizens, it would equally

be unacc~pta~le to many othe~rs and not only to people of a religious persuasion. There

would be 'many who would -say that such an arti-ficial unnaturalworld is not one in which

they""\yould choose to countenance.

CffiLDREN DONATIONS

./l
One matter ·upon which the Law Reform Commission divided in its study was

the subject of donations by legal minors. Put shortly, a majority of the Commission

believed that in certain desperate situations, the law's role was a limited one and that it.

should not interfere in family solutions, save to the extent of ensuring that knowing

decisions were made and that undue conflict and pressure had been avoided. A minority of

the Commission (Sir Zelman Cowen and Sir Gerard Brennan) suggested that the law had an

overriding 'du~y here to protect young people aiainst bravado, against their own immature

instincts, against their inability adequately to weigh the pros and cons of donation in a

mature way and against undue pressure from the family to donate a vital organ.36 In

the end, this cC?nlroversy is an illustration of the fact that even with the best possible

advice and community consultation, decision-makers in the bio-ethical area can

profoundly disagree. Ref~rence to the medical literature since the Commission's repcr.t

was delivered illustrates that precisely the' same debates as were raised around the table

of the law commissioners have consulted the medical profession. Certainly the early

expe~ience was that better results were obtained in renal grafts where the donor was

living and related to the recipient than if the donor was unrelated or dead.37 In the'

Lancet, in 1976, it was pointed out t~at:
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The favourable results of transplantation from ~arent-to-child and from

child-la-parent, the high rate of motivation in these groups and the excellent

results in terms of donor salis_faction and safety, all strongly support the idea

that such donation is warranted when compared with cadaver

transplanta tion.38

The issue has been faiset;J quite frequently in the United States. An imp.ortant

article by Norman Fost, 'Children as Renal Donors',39 criticised the virtual exclusion of

adolescent children as-reml donors:

The justification of this policy appears to be based on a notion. that renal

donation is an altruistic act, primarily for the benefit of another, aDd stringent

standards of informed consent must be followed•.This paper challenges the

present policy on t~o grounds: consent from adults who donate kidneys i~

generally not informed and therefo.re it is inconsistent to use the consen't

requirement as a justification for exclUding children; and renal donation by

adults can be seen as a procedure done for the benefit of the donor (as well as

the recipient) and the appropriate rilles for using children as' donors should

therefore be those pertaining to beneficial intrusions on non-consenting

subjects.40

Although it is plain that selection of pre-adolescent children as living donors is a·nd will
remain a rare event41, the essential question remains whether the la..w should inflexibly,
and without prosp~ct of exception to me~~ particular cases, totally forbid child donations.

Upon this question' doctors, lawyers and the community will divide. Generally speakin~,

with Dr. Lander, I found the medical profession· of Australia profoundly conservativ.e. and

sUPl?orting th~ notion of an absolute rule forbidding donations, whatever the

circumstances. Legislation that has fallowed the Law Reform Commission's report has

opted for the majority view in one jurisdiction, the minority view in two others and I

believe forthcoming legislation in two States, inclUding South Australia, will also follow

the minority position.

All of this is an illustration of the fact that even within acontro"v.ersinl area, it

is I?ossible to have. great differences of opinion. But it is also necessary and possible to

find means of helping the la~-making process to resolve those differences of opinion, so

that decision-making in such a case is not left to the value systems of particular doctors

and the obscurities of the appli~ation of common law principles which may e.'Cist and

which have been developed in much earlier times to meet very different medical

circumstances.
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SALE OF TISSUE

One issue upon which the laY" reform commissioners had no doubts was the

undesirability of commerce in human tissue. The draft legislation proposed by. the Law

Reform Commission ·specifically forbade trading in tissue, though it allowed the Minister,

by instrument in writing, to approve the entering into a contract or arrangement in 8

specfal case.42

There seems to be no doubt now that there is a serious shortage of human tissue

for transplantation in Australia and like countries, particularly for kidney transplantation.

Various solutions have been offered to solve this problem. Dr. Gordon Kells, R British

surgeon"'- was reported in the popular press to have urged a scheme for the· bulk buying of

kidneys arid "other hu man spare· parts from the world's poor.' He is reported to have sa id:

There is no shortage of money for transplants. After· all, it costs 8 lot less to

transplant a kidney than to keep someone on a dialysis machine. People cun live

just as well with one kidney as with two. But there are insufficient people in
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A recent item in the Bulletin called attention to the Australian shortage of

donor material and pointed out that 'the economist's answer to a short fall in supply is to

ask what are the incentives'.44

The view that trading in body parts should be permitted, including in Austr~lia,

is not confined to cranks. It was put forward se·riously by Dr. Peter L. Swan, of the

Department of Economics in the Australian National University, in a critique of the

Human Tissue Transplant report. Adapting his approach from orthodox market theory, Dr.

SWan urged an analogy with 'automobile sDare parts':

Suppose that by law the price of automobile Darts were to be set at zero. For a:
while car repairers and panel.beaters might rely on sPlilres from scrapped cars

(cadavers) and donations of non-vital parts from the owners· of functioning cars

to non-profit voluntB.ry organisations like the Au to mobile Cross Society. The.

supply of spares from General Motors and Ford,· not being philanthropic

organisations, would soon coagulate and congeal. At the regulated price of zero,

an excess demand for spares would rapidly develop and the professional car

strippers and spare parts thieves would conduct a profitable trade.... While this

scenario mig~}soUnd slightly fancifUl, we are all aware of what happ~ns when

prices in other markets are regulated in a less drastic fashion.45

Dr. Swan dismisses the arguments that in Australia there is a tradition that human tissue,

partiCUlarly blood, is given as a gift. He dismisses the importance of pUblic opinion. He

rejects the submission of the Australian Red Cross Society as self-interesteq because 'the

Society does not pay its donors, apart from the traditional "cuppa and .a biscuit" and does

not charge users for the blood it obtains'.46 -He rejects the contention that payment

could cause deterioration in standards or increase the health danger to recipients or that

it would disadvantage the weaker, poorer or younger members of society. His conclusion is:

Given the [Law Reform] Commission's allegations of a shortage of tissue

available for transplantation and the likelihood ~f a rapid growth in demand for

.such tissue, what is reqUired is 11 law specifying tha t such tissue is a com mooity

subject to a warranty of fitness in use and initially the legal property of the

individual concerned until such time as it is sold or donated to 0. subsequen t

legal owner. Such a change in the law would facilitate adequate compensation

When the donal' must suffer considerable pain, suffering and trauma as in the

case of the donor of bone marrow. The individual's ·own bOdy would be treated

as a commodity in like manner.47
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,Because the issue has been raised again, and because of the repeated reference

in the p.ress to the shortage of tissue in Australia, I have no dOl,lbt that we will be seeing

more. of this debate. In the age of Milton Friedman, the monetarists, market forces- and

the .Campbell Repcx-t, are we really in a position to contemplate trade in human body

parts in Australia? It seems to rile that we are not. The approach taken by Dr. Swan and

. those of this economic persuasion would appear to fail to give due weight to non-material,

non-economic considerations. These include cultural factors and emotional factors.

Religious and moral considerations must also playa part, however uncomfCX"table these

may be for economists. The Law Reform Commission had before it material from the

United States which suggested quite plainly that where the
i
sale of organs was permitted,

those which came forward were typically from deprived, overWhelmingly poor, black or

Hyspanic people, hoping to sell organs ·to rich white people. Although this might be

satisfactory from a market point of view and indeed from the point of view of some

geneticists, it is not to say that it would-be acceptable· to a Parliament of Australian

legislators or generally accepted in the Australian -community. Unfortunately for a pure

market thesis of law reform, legal renewal is not so simple. Other aspects of social policy

have to be weighed., Amongst these is the view of the community and the medical

profession itself. Economists in love with the market forces tend to ignore t!te intensely

strong human feelings that are engendered by discussion of the human body and of life and

death. Irrational 8S it tf("ay seem to some economists, drawing an analogy between human

body parts and automobile parts reflects a failing of respect for human bodily integrity

which has been a special feature of the Judeo-Christian culture, including that of

Australia. Trading in human tissue is not illegal in mos~ Australian States, except in the

sale of blood. The Australian Law Reform Commission's draft legislation would deal with

the problem. And the point to be noted is tl1at not to make a decision - not to provide

legislation on this subject - is to make a decision of sorts. It is to condone the possible

development of the situation that has already arisen in South America and elsewhere. On

the other hand, I do not believe that as a society we can afford noisi~y to become too

self-righteous about the proposal for sale of human organs and tissues. So long as there is

a significant shortfall, so long as there are fellow citizens waiting for organs to turn up,

we cannot afford self-righteously to denounce one method that could. possibly procure

more available organs. If w~ adhere to the view that commerce in human body parts is

unacceptable, because of an appeal to some moral principle higher than market forces,

there would seem .to be an equal obligation on us to develop medical practices and legal

rules that diminish, as far as possible, the shortage of human tissues needed for

transplantation.
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OTHER ISSUES

Many Topics. Th,ere ar~ many other topics that should be dealt with in e.

consideration of the bie-ethical issues raised by transplantation. Any single one of them

could absorb many hours of debate. You will be relieved to know that I do not intend to

submit you to such a test. _Let me, however, mention just a few questions which have been

identified and which someone, somewhere in the lawmaking ~rocess will have to address

before too long.

In Vitro Fertilisation. One issue, which has already attracted considerable

public attention in Australia, is the extent to which we are facing up to the moral and

legal implications of the in vitro fertilisation program. This is a kind of transplantation

procedure and,because it involves the transplantation of a human life. form, it raises

strong feelings and perhaps moral issues harder to resolve4 These range from the view that

the procedur~ should be totally forbidden (espoused by a Papal statement) through the

opinion that human fertilisation divorced from human married love is unaccep'tnble on

humanistic grounds, to general indiffe~ence to the moral questions raised or positive

approbation of the experimental work of Professor Carl Wood and his colleagues. But

whether we SUppCf't or oppose the in vitro fertilisation program, for religious, humanistic

or cost reasons, a number o( issues are presented that simply cannot be ignored by

lawmakers and, society. They include the extent to Which the procedures should be

available for non-married couples, the retention of ._~mbryos, the use of surrogates, the

contempla.tion of gender choice, rights of custody to an embryo following death or divorce

of a parent and so on. The problems x:ange from the exotic (what will happen to British

titles if a test tube baby of an Earl Or .~rince is born a century later?) to the very

practical (how much of the program ought to be-publicly funded, given the relatively small

numbers benefitting and the competing claims for the medical dollar). Professor Carl

Wood has written recently that the bio-ethical issues raised by his work should be

carefully -examined and evaluated:

The community view on such matters may be determined by government,' by a

l~al body or by a medical or scientific group. A group such as the Law Ref.orm

Com!!,i~sion would be most appropriat~, as it is less likely to be (or Seen to be)

biased than eithel" the medical or scientific professions who are involved in the

work, and the Commission would be less sensitive to possible criticism than a

political party which may adopt an excessively conservative attitude because of

fear of criticism4 The Commission is experienced in assessing evidcncc, making

decisions, requiring different emphasis for, for example, general guidelines for

research, uniform regulations, hospitals and scientific groups or laws on

particular matters••.. [IJ t would be an "appropriate body to resolve the current

difficulties and explore possibilities for the future.48
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Ul)der the Law Reform Commission Act, it is for the Federal Attorney-General to decide

whether the Commission' should embark upon such a project. He may take the view that

the issue is too .complex or sensitive or ,that the legal questions raised are primarily State

matters under the Australian Constitution.

Genetic Engineering. A-second new kind of transplantation involves the use of

genetically manipulated material. Ten days ago, a national symposium was held on the

potential for the industrial application of genetic engineering in Australia. As emerged

from that symposium, and ~rom the medical literature on the SUbject, there seems liltle

doubt that important advances in the treatment of disease will follow the medical

applications of genetic engineering. But the developme~ts in this arca will have to be
carefUlly watched, because of the danger that manipUlation of basic life forms may have

consequences that cannot a~ this stage be predicted with accuracy. The Federal

Government has established a monitoring committee to propose voluntary guidelines for

development of genetic engineering. A point may be reached where voluntary guidelines

and monitoring committees, wholly or mainly comprised of scientists, do not adequately

satisfy the community interest in the safety and propriety of these developments.

I call to attention the case of Dr. Martin Cline, a Professor of Medicine at the

University of California at Los Angeles. In JUly 1980, in Israel and Italy, Cline performed

experiments on two victims of beta thalassaemia, a fatal genetic blood disease. Without

the approval of the voluntary monitoring body in the United States, Professor Cline'

inserted cloned versions of the gene that produces the missing haemoglobin proteins into

the patients' bone marrow. In fact he went to Italy and Israel to perform these

experiments there shortly before UCLA declined permission for the experiment. He has

since been reprimanded for ~iolating United States Governm ent voluntary guidelines

controlling genetic engineering and experiments on human subjects',Some observers have

considered that the riSks of his experim ent were high and that the sanctions provided by

the voluntary system were inadequate.49 The annual review for 1980 of the Office for

Protection from Research Risks at the National Institutes of Health in the United States

reported 450 violations of the human experimentation rules, although most of them were

technical or procedural violations. The infraction by Professor Cline only came to

attention because of a report t~ the University Committee by nurses in the School's

medical wards.

Whilst we must get right Our system of monitoring and approving developments

involving genetic manipulation, there is little doubt that this is going to be an important

growth area in transplantation in the future. Cline himself, in a piece in the New England

Journal of Medicine, had asserted his Undiminished optimism and enthusiasm:

---- -~---~
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Genetic diseases of -blood are logical first targets of studies aimed at inserting

normal genes. Eventually'many other inherited disorders may be approached by

genetic techniques; ." One can envisage the eventual possibility of identifying,

cloning aoo inserting genes mediating resistance to malignancy orenhB:ncing the

effectiveness of anti-cancer drligs. This new technology will present society

with challenging [)foblems;it will also provide the potential for enormous

benefit for many patients suffering from diseases now considered incur8;ble.50

Euthanasia. The recent trial in Britain of Dr. Leonard Arthur and other cases

involving Down's syndrome or otherwiSe retarded children, together with the conviction of

the members of EXIT, the British Euthanasia Society, and the release of a son on a bond

after conviction· of a'so-called 'mercy ;killing l ra~se the .issue of ~he law a~ euthanasia.

That debate, in turn, calls attention to the so-called right to a Inatural death' and the

right to execute a 'living willi Which may forbid ,the. USe of extraordinary .medical

procedures in the case of the terminally ill. Already in South. A~stralia am;! Yict~ria

Private Member1s Bills have been introduced into Parljament to permit the.executlo~ of

such a will binding on the medical profession. Tl1eir significance, for transplantation

donations need not be underlined by me. The strong p!:lssions raised in the debate of the

subject, both in the· United States and in Australia51 , merely illustrate once again the

sensitivity and complex," of ~he relationship between medicine and the law" where. Issues

of life and death are involved ..

CONCLUSIONS

I am conscious ~fthe inadequacies of this address. I have said nothing about

many SUbjects that remain to be stUdied. These include the great debate concerrying the

costs of transJ?lantation and other medical treatment and the contention that society, in

making -its ethical jUdgments, is entitled or required to look at the costs involved in _

treatment of different kinds or in the choice between treatment and non-treatment.52 I

have said nothing about informed "Consent. and about clinical trials. I have said nothing

about the research of Dr. Ian Johnston and. his teani at Melbourne University involving the

dissection and microscopic study of the human embryo. I have said nothing about the

alleged special ethical problems involved in cardiac trans(?lanta tion. I have said nothing

abou~ the teaching of new medical ethics, I have not dealt with the retention of parti~ular.

organs and tissues (such as the human p,ituitary or corneas) from autopsies 01' coroni-al

cadavers for use in the J?roduction of useful serum or for transJ?lf.lnt~purJ?oses. I have left

unconsidered the use suggested in some quarters of embryos, delibera tely grown for no

other purpose than to J?rovide organs for transl?lantation, especially in children.
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I hope enough has been said to indicate this much:

That the practitioners of law and medicine have a -great responsibility to society to

help sort out the bio-ethical and legal questions that are raised by advances in

medical techniques.

That nowhere is this more true than in the remarkable developments of

transplantation of human organs and tissues or of other life forms by the new

procedures involving genetic manipulation;

That it will not be good enough to-Ignore these problems, because to do.sa is to

make a decision that may result in a legal regime which is inimical to medical

science or out of keeping with community morality or both.

That- the problems are presenting themselves to '~ciety with ever-increasing speed

and 'complexity•.

That our institutional arrangements for dealing with these problems, with the

benefit of interdisciplinary expertise and community consultation, tend to move

too slowly..

That, in a democracy, there is an' ever-present willingness to postpone issues such

as I have been addressing; because of the strong passions that they can raise "in

some quarters. It ,}Nill be a shocking admission of the failure of our democratic

institutions if, as"~ society, we cannOt find ways to solve problems of the kind I

'have been mentioning in the assembly of the Whole people - OUr parliaments. The

alternative is far less acceptable : it involves silence and t~midity where, in

matters of life and death, there s~ould be clear rules. It involves turning a blind

eye to the inadequacies of the law and -abdicating to the private consciences of a

few, the large moral jUCgments in which the Whole of society should be involved

through its representatives.

I cannot say to you that the Australian Law Reform Cominission is the only body that can

help our society to tackle these issues. But it does have some advantages. It is a national

institution. It has a proved track record. It has achieved success with legislation in this

area both at a Federal and State level. It has secured the participation of some of the

most distinguished scientists, medical professionals, lawyers, theologians and philosophers.

in the country. One thing is sure. Issues such as I have been addressing are no longer

suitable for treatment in hospital committees, university councils or government agenc\es

behind closed doors. If the medical profession, including those engaged in transplantation,

are to carry the community with them in'their brave experiments and if they ar,e to be

supported by modern laws which reflect the community's opinion, we must make it our

business as a society to ensure that institutional means are found to address the

bie-ethical controversies of our time.
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